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Ah, my friends, the many wonderful people of Tar’Navarria have

bestowed upon us a wonderful variety of drinks with a dizzying array of

effects on the mind and body. As a merchant of fine beverages, I have

been privileged enough to taste almost every one of them. For those

with adventurous taste buds, I offer some these drinks for your perusal.

(A description of all of the drinks in the duchy would fill a book!)

Please note: the drinks with asterisks are recommended for the par-

ticular race for which it is made, and may have unforeseen consequences

for those not of that particular race.

Aberwyvern Wine: Fermented for only a short time, this rose wine

is light and has a faint melon flavor to it. It is a delicious, sweet wine

perfect when paired with fruits, cheeses or as a dessert by itself. Unfor-

tunately it is only available shortly after the melons have been harvested.

Amberbrau: This hearty ale is made by the Darkale breweries in

Floris. It is a fine ale that is very popular in the Boot and Barrel Pub. It

is tasty and very well known in the local area, and possibly one of the

best of its kind in Ashbury.

Asitikir Wine*:  Produced by the Amani elves from a variety of

mushroom grown only in the Ash Forest, this delicious wine grants non-

elves some pleasant hallucinations. I am told elves experience a bit of

euphoria from it. A number of wineries produce this, the most promi-

nent of which is Four Leaf Winery located in Kiri-Ashton.

Azure Stone Ale: Brewed by the dwarves of Dwarennagor using

stones found in the Mithril Hall, this ale takes on an interesting blue

color, and has a distinct flavor all its own. It’s been said to give the

drinker a bit of a confidence boost.

Biata Blood Wine*: This wine is not for the faint of heart. While it

is delicious, non-biata will have their senses reeling … possibly all the

way to the Earth circle, depending on the potency.  (Even weak versions

will make nonbiata violently ill.)  Bloodstone Winery’s version of this is

the most popular, but a small vintner named Ferina in the town of Gavil

in the estate of Hopewell has won a few awards for her version, so keep

an eye out for it.

Black Swan Wine: Baron Ivan Drake started Black Swan Brewery

years ago, and they now produce a number of fine, but not outstanding,

inexpensive sparkling wines.

Bramble Rum: Aged with some of the herbs native to the estate of

Bramblebush, this rum, when drunk steaming hot, is often used as a

home remedy for a variety of ailments ranging from fevers to whooping

cough. Numerous healers, potion makers and alchemists have examined

it, and none can find any evidence that it has healing properties, yet the

locals of Bramblebush swear by it. And it doesn’t taste half bad either.

Flame Spirits: Found predominantly among the Flamefist clan of

the dwarves of Dwarrenagor, this potent liquor is best known for its foul

taste and may in fact actually be a cleaning solution. What it lacks in

flavor, however, it more than makes up for in potency. I was barely able

to get one down without gagging, and it felt like I was hit in the head

with a war hammer, but the dwarves seem to love it.

Hobling Ale: There are a number of fine, sweet drinks that call

themselves “hobling ale” and there doesn’t seem to be one brewer who

has a monopoly on these very inexpensive, berry-based minor alcoholic

concoctions. If you can’t afford something better, they’ll do.

Hodgepodge Ale: This ale is brewed by the Jandlen Brewery in the

estate of Fellsworth. It is just as mixed up as the estate in which it is

brewed. Having sampled this ale several times, I found that it never

tasted the same twice. It seems to be made from whatever is in season, or

possibly a concoction of several ingredients, never quite mixed in the

same proportions. If you’re feeling adventurous in your drinking, this

might be a brew to try.

Luinkai Tea*: While this is not an alcoholic beverage, I include it

here for the sake of variety. The kiergani say it gives them vivid, colorful

hallucinations. I couldn’t stomach the taste long enough to see if it

worked, but apparently they find it delicious. Being a kiergani drink,

there doesn’t seem to be any particular brewer making it; they just pro-

duce their own from whatever herbs make the thing.

Moorgrave Cherry Wine: From certain remote parts of  Moorgrave

comes a wine that seems to have been made, in part at least, from cher-

ries. A native of the country gave a bottle to Duke Aramis as a wedding

gift, but little more is known about this wine. Given the long history of

necromancy and warfare in that country, finding a bottle is difficult, but

hopefully with the new policies and peace the drink will become more

prevalent.

Neumacht Ale: The Neumacht brewing family has a number of

beers and ales which have proven to be very popular in parts of Ashbury.

They are full bodied, thick brews which are very filling.

One-Eyed Ogre Ale: Produced by the Black Swan Brewery, this

ale is bitter and takes some getting used to, but some swear by it, saying

it has a “kick” regular ales do not provide.

Swampbrau: Said to have been created by certain  bugbear tribes

of the Bile Dens, this foul thick concoction apparently has a euphoric

effect on them and some other monster races. It look horrible and smells

like the most pungent of swamps. I was disinclined to actually taste it. It

is rarely found  in civilized societies.

Swindon Ale: Produced in the estate of Swindon, this bitter ale is

a favorite among locals, but doesn’t seem too popular outside of the

area. Still, some swear by it and won’t drink anything else. Its label

features a willow tree (apparently one that used to be in the town square

until it fell down years ago) and if you ask me, perhaps some of the dead

tree is in the ale itself.

Tarzaterranzan Wine*: As difficult to find as those who make it,

this is the most potent wine I have ever tasted. Unfortunately, the recipe

and the fermentation process remain a mystery to me. The dark elves

who bring it into Ashbury do not give any information as to who makes

it, either, so I cannot tell you the name of the vintner.

Tight Corset Wine*:  A lovely fruit-based (usually strawberries)

wine produced by the romani, it has a slight aphrodisiac effect on most

races, and has been rumored to make your clothes feel too tight; appar-

ently an incentive to remove them.  There are a number of gypsies who

produce this wine, so no one maker seems to be better than another.

Waterwood Whiskey: Although there are many producers of whis-

key (mostly farmers in their back yards), this particular brand seems

very popular, as it is has a kick in it like an angry ass. It’s not exactly to

my liking, and has a bitter taste, but if your goal is to get drunk, this

potent aged whiskey produced in the estate of Waterwood in the Ash

Forest will do the trick.


